
  

David Lishego (2006) – Investment Associate at Innovation Works (and MBA from Carnegie 

Mellon) 

Dave Lishego – Class of 2006 - Started and ended at University Park 

My intended (and completed) Major was Physics.  I also graduated with a Minor in Math.  I didn’t have a 

great idea of my career plans when I arrived on campus, I just knew that I liked Physics and assumed I’d 

figure out my path along the way. 

 I performed undergraduate research on superconducting thin films in the lab of Dr. Xiaoxing Xi during 

the school year.  I also completed a summer internship at the University of Rhode Island Graduate 

School of Oceanography, working on an oceanographic research project in Japan. 

 I served as a Physics tutor for the campus tutoring center (don’t recall the official name) and for the 

Pennypacker Experience academic dorm where I held Physics office hours twice a week.  

I was an active member of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity and served in a number of leadership roles 

including President, Vice President, and THON Chair.  I danced in THON my sophomore year after serving 

as THON Chair which was an awesome experience.   

My first position after Penn State was doing research at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 

Laboratory (APL) in Laurel, MD, where I focused on underwater acoustics.  My primary project was data 

analysis for a large sonar array project which included a lot of at-sea testing.  I found out about the 

opportunity through the career center and on-campus interviews at Penn State.  Ultimately, research 

wasn’t for me and I left after a little over a year.   

After leaving APL, I went to small consulting firm in Philadelphia called Metropolitan Acoustics that 

provided acoustical consulting services to architects and building developers.  We worked on new and 

existing construction projects to provide recommendations in regards to room design, acoustical 

isolation, noise control, and A/V systems.  I left MA after four years to attend business school and earn 

an MBA. 

Upon completing my MBA, I accepted a position with Innovation Works, a non-profit venture 

development group.  IW is essentially a venture capital firm that invests in early-stage technology 



companies using State economic development funds.  We also manage a small for-profit venture capital 

fund.   

My career has migrated further and further away from my Physics education, though my background 

has proven helpful every step of the way.  At APL, my role was highly technical and I used a lot of my 

Physics education.  The same can be said, though to a lesser extent, at Metropolitan Acoustics.   

My business school experience and current role don’t use anything from my Physics classes; however, 

developing strong math skills has been incredibly valuable.  An MBA finance or statistics class is a piece 

of cake after you’ve taken Quantum Mechanics or Thermodynamics.  Having an understanding of 

physics and natural sciences is also largely beneficial when evaluating technology companies, though 

technical assessments are not my primary role.   

My medium to long-term career plans are to continue to progress within the venture investing 

community.  I’d ultimately like to find a role as a partner in a small or mid-sized fund, which may require 

some time in operating roles in a start-up or two along the way.   

Take some random interesting classes outside of the college of science.  I took a few economics and 

sociology classes and they were fantastic and a welcome break from the math/physics course load.  

Take a broad view of potential career options after graduation.  While graduate school for a Ph. D or 

something in applied research seems to be a common route, there are a lot of different career paths 

that value the problem solving and quantitative skills that a Physics major brings to the table.  It took me 

a little while to figure out where I wanted to go, and I ended up in a very unusual spot for a Physics 

major, but my physics education undoubtedly makes me better at what I do.   

I am on LinkedIn and find it to be a hugely valuable tool, though, I must admit I’m not a member of the 

PSU Physics Alumni Group currently.  I’ll rectify that momentarily.  Any current undergrads can feel free 

to reach out to me via LinkedIn for career advice, introductions, etc. and I’m happy to help in any way I 

can.   

 

 


